ClearPath® on Azure
Safely Add Digital Agility and
Innovation to Your Organization

HIGHLIGHTS
Solutions:
 E
 nterprise Computing Solutions –
Extend and integrate your current data
center to Azure using a proven solution
built for the latest in digital innovations:
ClearPath
 Cloud Migration Solutions – Ensure your
migration is safe, secure, thoroughly
tested, and reliable
 Application Modernization – Refactor
hardware-based applications to save
money and create dynamic needs-based
resource allocation

To better serve customers and constituents, you know there is only one practical
solution: incorporate the latest cloud and digital technologies into your existing
systems. Your current environment “gets the job done” but is slow to respond to
new markets, crises, and customer demands. Yet integrating cloud to the mix is
a big step.
How can you eliminate disruptions and preserve security during and after the
transformation? How do you make certain your new digital systems are compliant
and tightly integrated with existing processes? Thorough, expert planning and
secure implementation can deliver the agility and custom-tailored features you
need—without the drawbacks.
With ClearPath® on Azure, you can save on hardware upgrades and overprovisioned systems. Invest that savings into innovation rather than maintaining
the current data center status quo. You can finally build out modern applications
that integrate seamlessly with your current systems.

Extend your reach in the cloud.
Add digital and cloud-native
capabilities without disruption.

How You Benefit
WHY UNISYS?
Whatever your current commitment to cloud
transformation, you can depend on Unisys to help
you strategically plan, test, and deploy just the right
Azure or AWS environment to modernize your current
environment. We make certain you have complete
integration and security across your on-premise and
cloud environments with a pathway for innovation in
the future.
With over 1,300+ cloud-certified personnel in 110
countries, we have the global resources and talent to
manage even the most complex on-premise and cloud
environments. Each engagement is custom-tailored
to our clients’ needs and goals and is based on deep
industry expertise in every sector we support. Drive
your ongoing business evolution with our vendor-neutral
advice and expertise to find just the right mix for
your organization.

Unify all your business processes and data: With Unisys
ClearPath, you can integrate all business processes and data
with the latest digital tools and cloud applications. ClearPath
gives you the ability to develop and integrate business-critical
apps in the cloud. Break down data silos and conduct complex
analytics. Speed up processing and transactions. Enable the
latest digital apps and interfaces for greater customer satisfaction
and worker productivity.
Transform hardware dependency to cloud assets: You’ll get
greater business flexibility when you refactor hardware-based apps
such as backup and archiving to virtual cloud services. Cloud-based
dynamic resource allocations will cut CPU, disk drive, and memory
costs, while automating management and improving overall
performance. Never over provision hardware or perform fork-lift
upgrades again.
Maintain security and compliance: Unisys ensures ClearPath
conforms to your current and on-going security and compliance
requirements. Automated security and compliance checks, as well
as comprehensive Zero Trust security governance, make certain
your entire IT estate is secure from data center to cloud—and back.

Stay a step ahead with ClearPath. Modernize safely
and securely and reap the benefits of digital agility now.
To explore how ClearPath on Azure delivers digital innovation
to your current environment, visit us online or contact us.
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